COVID-19 & HOSPITAL
Revenue Cycle Management
Preparing For The New Normal



The pandemic has changed the
hospital revenue cycle



Complex COVID claims require
short-term expertise



Post-pandemic RCM demands
system risk mitigation and
artificial intelligence

INTRODUCTION
The financial implications of the pandemic will be far-reaching as
unemployment and economic pressures continue to affect payers’ and
patients’ ability to pay for healthcare services in the future. Though much is
unknown about what the post-COVID healthcare landscape will look like, it
is certain that hospitals are not going back to business as usual, and that
includes revenue cycle management (RCM).

“None of us would have chosen to be in this COVID-19
storm and experiencing this level of disruption, but we
must adapt. We are making very difficult decisions that
will reshape our organization going forward.”
—Meduit Client: CEO of a large health system in the Midwest
Healthcare providers will need a new way of doing business and
recovering revenues. Based on conversations we have had with hospital
and health system leaders across the country in the past couple of
months, we have developed this guide for America’s hospitals for how to
navigate the current healthcare crisis and make changes to prepare for
the next challenge to come.

COVID-19 & Hospital RCM
Coping today… preparing for tomorrow

Based on our outreach and discussions with hospital executives and listening
to their challenges and concerns, we believe hospitals need to adopt a threepart plan to effectively navigate through the rest of this crisis and prepare for
the new normal in hospital RCM:
1. Implement artificial intelligence tools quickly to give
machine learning enough time to acquire and grow its
own knowledge base that is unique to each hospital
2. Deploy RCM expertise with COVID-specific knowledge to
help navigate what is expected to be a large number of
accounts receivable issues
3. Balance internal RCM staff with specialized external
resources based on contingency fee structures longer-term
to mitigate staff structural risk exposure and gain control
over deteriorating revenue
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RCM Artificial Intelligence and COVID
More Cash Faster. Greater Operational Efficiencies. Lower Workforce Risk Exposure.

Innovations often evolve slowly, but global
upheavals caused by events like COVID-19
can accelerate big changes. That is the case
with artificial intelligence (AI) and the hospital
revenue cycle.

AI and Automation
Systems

The pandemic has inadvertently set the table
for AI to transform the revenue cycle – there’s
never been a better time to engage what is a
game-changing tool for hospital RCM. Hospital
and health system CEOs are asking for AI
solutions and the benefits they bring to the RCM
process, which include reducing human touches,
increasing efficiencies and lowering costs.

AUTONOMOUS CLINICAL CODING
• Leverages AI and natural language
understanding to eliminate manual
processes and increase accuracy
VOICE ANALYTICS
• Evaluates collections calls with
patients to drive better patient
experiences

It’s really important for hospital executives to
keep in mind that AI is not an IT plugin or app.
Every health system has a different version of
services, technology, payer mix and contracts.
These differences lead to the need for focused,
custom-built AI solutions and not off-the-shelf
products or solutions.

AUTOMATED PRE-AUTHORIZATION
• Automatically submits an
authorization, including required
clinical information, when triggered
by a new order or schedule entry

In addition, by definition AI learns over time like a
child growing to adulthood, but at a staggeringly
faster pace and the learning never stops. There’s
a constant cycle of improvement beyond what
humans can do on their own and, again, at an
exponentially faster pace.

75%

of healthcare leaders are actively
implementing or planning to
execute an AI strategy*

43%

of healthcare leaders say their
first area of focus will be
automating business processes
such as RCM functions*

AUTOMATED CLAIMS FOLLOW-UP
• Goes beyond a simple claim status
and determines and executes the
next action needed in order to get
that claim resolved
PREDICTIVE PAYMENT CAPABILITIES
• Predicts a patient’s propensity
to pay
•

Helps providers reduce claim denials

•

Generates a presumptive score
to identify patients most likely to
qualify for charity programs

Automating eligibility and benefits verification could save providers

$6.52 per transaction, or just over $4 billion per year**
*Source: OptumIQ Annual Survey on AI in Health Care, Optum, September 2018.
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**Source: CAQH, 2018 CAQH Index, 2019

2 Specialized COVID-Specific RCM Team
There are going to be many complex challenges
facing hospitals and health systems coming
out of this pandemic, sadly many of which are
going to be health related, but others financially
related. We are seeing extreme complexities
around multi-tiered government mandates for
coverage of care, individual payer rules and
each patient’s own personal circumstances.

As the pandemic impacts a hospital’s
revenue cycle on coding, billing, collections
and eventually the bottom line, Meduit has
established and trained a specialized rapid
response RCM team to address the unique
aspects that are and will be created from
the COVID crisis.
This team of experts is trained not just
in understanding the intricacies of COVIDrelated payment streams, but also in providing
a patient-centric service model designed
to answer patients’ questions, support
them and take away confusion in their
time of need.

In order to manage the complexities of COVIDrelated accounts, many hospitals and health
systems are going to need additional resources
highly trained to assist with commercial and
government payers, and the ad-hoc rules
surrounding government assistance.

COVID RCM Tips
Question from Hospitals:

If my health system only has the ability to target one area for optimal vendor
impact after COVID-19, what would you recommend?

Meduit Answer:

The majority of the cash collected for a health system comes from commercial
and government payers. Ensuring that your patient accounting operation is
reviewing all accounts at least every 30 days will maximize your ability to collect. If
they can’t meet that threshold, you need specialized RCM resources to support
your internal team, such as working lower balances while the internal team
focuses on the higher balances.

Question from Hospitals:

What is one key metric that may be more important post-COVID that was not
necessarily as important pre-COVID?

Meduit Answer:

An important metric in the post-COVID world is how frequently accounts are
getting reviewed. It is critical to have the same review intensity on your accounts
post-COVID, as you had pre-COVID. It would be tempting to try to reduce expenses
because your revenue has deteriorated. It is even more critical post-COVID to get
every dollar out of every account in your hospital’s AR file. The additional inflow of
revenue will likely more than offset any additional costs associated with outsourcing.
Meduit’s scoring and segmentation/AI functionality can leverage intelligent
capabilities to help identify cash that providers may not be able to find themselves.
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RCM Resource Allocation to Mitigate
Financial and Staff Risk in a Crisis
with staffing structures caused by revenue
losses (e.g. scheduled healthcare services
being canceled) due to the pandemic, but
investing wisely so that a dollar invested
generates multiple dollars in revenue. When
seeking to gain control over deteriorating
revenues, hospitals should tap the stability
and scalability of an effective external RCM
partner with a contingency fee structure to
generate found revenues they wouldn’t have

As hospitals and health systems have responded
to the pandemic, on-site RCM workforces have
moved to work-from-home arrangements just
like more than half of Meduit’s workforce has
done in this moment as a result of the pandemic.
Many of the hospital executives we have talked
with since mid-April are not 100% committed to
how their administrative staff structures will look,
whether brought back full-time, work-from-home
and/or tapping specialized external resources.

The theme we are hearing from hospital executives is that in a

post-COVID world, it’s time to make some smart

and strategic
investments in the future of their revenue cycle.
realized on their own to begin with. It’s earned,
found money for the hospital that costs nothing
and shifts the cost center entirely onto the
external partner.

Hospital executives need to be thinking
through what resources they need to marshal
to maximize their cash returns in order to
inoculate themselves as much as possible from
future pressures on what might have been an
overly concentrated workforce pre-COVID-19.
Orchestrating, integrating and leveraging the few
qualified RCM resources at a hospital’s command
will be key in this emerging new normal.

We believe the hospital RCM organization of the
immediate future will contain those three key
component parts of in-office staff, work-fromhome staff and specialized RCM resources that
allow a hospital to scale up or down with the
external resources with flexibility to mitigate
unexpected crises.

They need to be doing so not just to address
cost-cutting needs and mitigate risks associated

Components
of Hospital
RCM Resources

In-office
RCM staff
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Work-fromhome
RCM staff

Specialized
RCM external
resources

WRAP UP
Healthcare has been fundamentally altered
by COVID-19, but hospitals and health systems
can take actions now to handle the RCM
challenges the current crisis poses, and
to prepare for the future by addressing the
systemic weaknesses that COVID has revealed
in most RCM systems.

Hospitals and health systems should firmly set
three pillars upon which to build a sustainable
RCM structure for the future: in-office RCM staff;
work-from-home RCM staff; and specialized
RCM external resources that provide reliable
no-matter-what AI solutions and contingency
fee arrangements that help hospitals gain
control over deteriorating revenues.

WHAT TO DO NEXT
1.

LEARN EFFECTIVE WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS: Since you likely have pressed
reset on your RCM organization, determine the right number of FTEs needed,
based on the other assessments outlined below.

2. WORK-FROM-HOME PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY: If your hospital engaged in
work-from-home arrangements, assess the effectiveness and sustainability if
you were to institute a formal and permanent program moving forward. There
is strong evidence that it could work well—see Top 5 Benefits of Remote Work
for Companies. https://www.forbes.com/sites/laurelfarrer/2020/02/12/top-5benefits-of-remote-work-for-companies/#3d3a158116c8. Accessed 04.22.20.
3. IMMEDIATE COVID RCM EXPERTISE: Understand your ability to decode
the numerous nuances of how COVID claims are going to hit your accounts
receivable, from individual payer differences to the various support programs
from the federal government to your individual patient situations.
4. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS: Evaluate AI tools that can make
your RCM operation infinitely more effective, and understand that real AI is
not a plug-in but requires a learning runway for machine learning that ramps
up quickly and accelerates cash and administrative efficiencies.
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ABOUT MEDUIT
Meduit is one of the nation’s leading revenue cycle solutions
companies with decades of experience in the RCM arena, serving
850 hospitals and large physician practices in 46 states. Meduit
combines a state-of-the-art accounts receivable management
model with advanced technologies and an experienced peoplefocused team that takes a compassionate and supportive
approach to working with patients. Meduit significantly improves
financial, operational and clinical performance, ensuring that
healthcare organizations can dedicate their resources to
providing more quality healthcare services to more patients.
For more information, please visit www.meduitrcm.com.

For more information about how Meduit can help your enterprise,
contact us: www.meduitrcm.com/contact (877) 615-6360

